Phan3D: design of biological phantoms in 3D electron microscopy.
Three-Dimensional Electron Microscopy (3DEM) has turned out to be a major player in structural proteomics. In 3DEM, tens of thousands of EM images from a macromolecule at different views are combined to derive its structure by means of a 3D reconstruction algorithm. However, for an optimal reconstruction, the most suitable algorithm has to be used and its parameters have to be tuned for the macromolecule under study and the experimental conditions found. The use of phantoms is central to objective comparison of reconstruction algorithms and optimization of their parameters. Phan3D is a tool intended to provide a fully visual and interactive environment that facilitates the design of phantoms resembling biological specimens in 3DEM. Phan3D has been developed as an alternative to the tedious, error-prone and old-fashioned phantom design that is based on hand-written text description files.